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Enable top research output at your institute with subscription to top Oncology journals
Make a difference in the field of cancer research and learn about the top clinical and translational research to promote innovation and new therapies for cancer diagnosis, cure and prevention.

Access leading cancer research today

Elsevier’s special Oncology journals portfolio provides access to high quality publications in the field of Oncology and cancer research facilitating innovative discoveries.

List of top contributing institutions include:
- Harvard University
- University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
- Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
- University of Toronto
- Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
- Université Paris-Saclay

Unique & Important Content from Leading Scientists Across the Globe
9
Premium Oncology Titles
>15,000
Publications available online (2015-2020)
>252,111
Scopus views received by publications
16.1%
Publications in top 10% most viewed publications with an average 16.6 views per publication
>338,296
Citations in the last 5 years with an average of 22.2 citations per publication
>2658
Topic contributions across 4 key subject areas
>1133
Patents cited scholarly articles from these journals
85.9%
Scholarly output created with international (28.7%), national (32.5%) or institutional collaboration (24.6%)

Request institutional access to the important Oncology & cancer research journal titles to ensure your researchers stay up to date with the latest discoveries in the field.
Oncology special journal titles at a glance*

**The Lancet Oncology**
The *The Lancet Oncology* is an authoritative forum for key opinion leaders across medicine, government, and health systems to influence clinical practice, explore global policy, and inform constructive, positive change worldwide.

Ranks #3 among 331 Oncology journals

**Cancer Cell**
The *Cancer Cell* provides a high-profile forum to promote major advances in cancer research and oncology and publishes clinical investigations, that lead to establishing new paradigms in the treatment, diagnosis, or prevention of cancers.

Ranks #4 among 331 Oncology journals

Ranks #2 among 198 Cancer research journals

**Annals of Oncology**
The *Annals of Oncology*, provides rapid and efficient peer-review publications on innovative cancer treatments or translational work related to oncology and precision medicine.

Ranks #8 among 331 Oncology journals

**Trends in Cancer**
The *Trends in Cancer* offers concise & engaging expert commentary articles that address key frontline research topics and cutting-edge advances in the rapidly changing field of cancer discovery & medicine.

Ranks #18 among 331 Oncology journals

Ranks #13 among 198 Cancer research journals

**Journal of Thoracic Oncology**
The *Journal of Thoracic Oncology (JTO)*, is the primary educational and informational publication for topics relevant to the prevention, detection, diagnosis, and treatment of all thoracic malignancies.

Ranks #19 among 331 Oncology journals

**International Journal of Radiation Oncology *Biology* Physics (IJROBP)**
IJROBP known in the field as the Red Journal, publishes original laboratory & clinical investigations related to radiation oncology, radiation biology, medical physics, and both education and health policy as it relates to the field.

Ranks #41 among 331 Oncology journals

Ranks #24 among 198 Cancer research journals

**Practical Radiation Oncology**
PRO's purpose is to document the state of current practice, providing background for those in training & continuing education for practitioners, through discussion & illustration of new techniques, evaluation of current practices, and publication of case reports.

Ranks #150 among 331 Oncology journals

**Brachytherapy**
Brachytherapy is an international and multidisciplinary journal that publishes original peer-reviewed articles and selected reviews on the techniques and clinical applications of interstitial and intra-cavitary radiation in the management of cancers.

Ranks #186 among 331 Oncology journals

**Medical Dosimetry**
Practical and comprehensive in coverage, the journal features original contributions & review articles on clinical applications and techniques of external beam, interstitial, intra-cavitary and intraluminal irradiation in cancer management.

Ranks #228 among 331 Oncology journals

* All journals in the Oncology portfolio can be purchased on a title-by-title basis

* Title counts subject to change as new titles are added every year
Planning for Success

Elsevier’s Oncology special journals portfolio aims to serve academic and government institutions worldwide by providing access to best in-class high-quality, peer-reviewed research papers in the field of Oncology and cancer research.

All journal content is accessible via the ScienceDirect platform which ensures a seamless reading experience to support applied research and breakthrough innovations.

Below are some key reasons why you should consider adding one or more of these special Oncology titles to your institute’s portfolio:

**Curated Quality Content**
Allow students and faculty members to stay up to date with the latest research trends and ensure granular awareness of the innovative ideas in the field by adding these subscription titles to your collection.

**Showcase Research**
Increase the identity of your institute and visibility of your research publications by publishing in premium journals distributed to thousands of scholars worldwide.

**Ready to Access Research**
Ensure researchers and faculty at your institute have easy access to leading cutting-edge practical research in the field of cancer research and oncology to support their ongoing projects.

**Expertise & Collaboration**
Identify researchers and cross-sector partners to establish and advance collaborative and interdisciplinary research initiatives at your institute.

**Research Funding**
Identify relevant funding opportunities and improve collaborations with prestigious institutions.

Interested in learning more about the journals or requesting a trial access of one or more journals for your institution?

Contact your [Account Manager](mailto:accountmanager@example.com) today!